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A recent peer-reviewed article
in Nature* is the “nail in the
coffin” for both the mRNA-
covid vaccine and this year’s
Nobel Prize in Physiology or
Medicine.
Dec 9, 2023 — by Nobelprisets protestkommitté in Research, News

On 6 December, 20 scientists published a sensational and

conclusive article in Nature*, one of the world’s most prestigious

scientific journals, on the reliability of the mRNA covid vaccine.

Pfizer’s vaccine has been analysed, and in 25-30% of the billions

of cells that should become spike protein factories in a

vaccinated person, incorrect and unnatural proteins are instead

produced, i.e. not the spike protein of the COVID-19 virus SARS-

COV-2. Every day, the body’s cells produce a total of billions of

these defective and artificial proteins. This goes on for at least

several months. We have no idea of the short- and long-term

effects of billions of defective and foreign proteins, the building

blocks of the body, circulating throughout the body. Not a single

person knows the consequences.

Now the COVID-19 vaccine must be immediately banned and

this year’s Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine withdrawn.

There must be a thorough and independent investigation into

how it could happen that every human being on earth became a

test animal in the world’s largest medical experiment, the results

of which are absolutely devastating. The investigation should be

led by the most informed critics of the COVID-19 vaccine. Pdf by:
https://www.pro-memoria.info
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Comments on Twitter about the study

Jeff Childers, Esq.
@jchilders98 · Follow

Pfizer must feel like it’s been one damned thing after 
another lately. In a year packed with horrible news for 
the jabs (not to mention poor jab recipients), 
yesterday saw a critical new discovery of jab 
problems, possibly the worst and most damning yet.

How bad was it? It was… Show more
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The Doctors’ Appeal/Läkaruppropet
@lakaruppropet1 · Follow

 A peer-reviewed scientific study 
in Nature shows that in 25-30% of the cells that are 
transformed into spike protein factories, Pfizer's 
vaccine fails the plan, these cells instead produce 
randomly constructed and for humans completely 
new proteins. Billions of… Show more

Jeff Childers, Esq. @jchilders98 ·

Pfizer must feel like it’s been one damned thing after another 
lately. In a year packed with horrible news for the jabs (not to 
mention poor jab recipients), yesterday saw a critical new 
discovery of jab problems, possibly the worst and most damning 
yet.

How bad was it? It was…
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